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Solidity of viscous liquids
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Recent NMR experiments on supercooled toluene and glycerol by Hinze and Bo¨hmer show that small
rotation angles dominate with only a few large molecular rotations. These results are here interpreted by
assuming that viscous liquids are solidlike on short length scales. A characteristic length, the ‘‘solidity length,’’
separates solidlike behavior from liquidlike behavior.@S1063-651X~99!00102-6#

PACS number~s!: 64.70.Pf, 61.18.Fs, 62.10.1s, 62.90.1k
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The viscosity of a liquid approaching the glass transit
@1–12# is typically a factor 1015 larger than the viscosity o
ordinary liquids like room-temperature water or ethanol. A
though viscosity is just a parameter entering the Nav
Stokes equation believed to describe any liquid close to e
librium, this enormous difference raises the question: A
viscous liquidsqualitatively different from ordinary liquids
or is the difference justquantitative? Below, it is argued tha
the former is the case. The idea is that viscous liquids beh
like solids on short length scales. It is shown that this le
to a prediction consistent with the results of recent NM
experiments by Hinze and Bo¨hmer @13,14#.

In many phenomenological models of viscous liqui
@3,15–24# flow proceeds via sudden reorientations of m
ecules, ‘‘flow events,’’ which are rare because of large
ergy barriers to be overcome@1,17,18,21#. Kauzmann re-
ferred to flow events as ‘‘jumps of molecular units of flo
between different positions of equilibrium in the liquid
quasicrystalline lattice’’@1#. It is this point of view that is
explored here: Most molecular motion is purely vibration
and in the time between two flow events a viscous liquid
in a state of elastic equilibrium, just like a solid. Howeve
elastic equilibrium only persists on a certain length sc
beyond which the liquid does not display solidlike behav
~this point is returned to below!.

Recently, Hinze and Bo¨hmer studied reorientation of tolu
ene and glycerol molecules by means of two-dimensio
time-domain NMR spectroscopy@13,14#. The rotation angle
distribution is dominated by small angles with a small, b
significant fraction of larger rotation angles. These findin
were interpreted as follows@14#. The large-angle rotation
are those required to cross a local energy barrier. Upon
rier crossing local strains are created. These strains are
laxed through small positional and angular adjustments,
only by the molecules in the immediate vicinity but also
those further away. Briefly, large-angle rotations a
‘‘causes’’ and small-angle rotations are ‘‘effects.’’ Accep
ing this picture, we now proceed to show that the rotat
angle distribution for small angles may be calculated fr
the fact that viscous liquids have slow density fluctuatio
assuming ‘‘solidity’’ of viscous liquids on short lengt
scales.

First consider density fluctuations. Viscous liquids ha
long average relaxation times~roughly proportional to vis-
cosity according to Maxwell’s relation!. The average relax
ation time is basically the time between two flow even
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involving the same molecule. Not only enthalpy or she
stress relaxes on this time scale, but so does density. This
been known for many years from the fact that glass
smaller compressibility than equilibrium viscous liqui
More recently, measurements of the frequency-depend
bulk modulus of viscous liquids@25# revealed a loss pea
around the inverse of the Maxwell relaxation time; via t
fluctuation-dissipation theorem this shows directly that th
are slow density fluctuations. Slow density fluctuations
viscous liquids are probably closely linked to the existen
of ‘‘dynamic heterogeneities’’@26#. Dynamic heterogeneities
have been observed, e.g., in light scattering experime
@27,28#, NMR experiments@29#, time resolved optical spec
troscopy@30#, and computer simulations@31#.

As mentioned, slow density fluctuations take place on
time scale basically determined by the rate of flow events
flow event is a rapid reorientation of molecules, probab
lasting just a few picoseconds. After a flow event the m
ecules involved have different relative orientations. In m
cases, density also changes at the place of a flow event~this
is the cause of slow density fluctuations!. As a simple model,
assume isotropic flow events involving molecules confin
to a sphere of radiusr 0 before the flow event. We now pro
ceed to calculate the rotation angle probability distributi
for small angles. The induced movement of the surroundi
is calculated by means of solid elasticity theory. If th
change of radius isDr , the displacement of the surrounding
is given@32–34# by ux5Dr (r /r 0)22, wherer is the distance
to the flow event. Note that this implies a distribution
displacements varying asP(u)5P(r )udr/duu}r 2r 3}u25/2

(u→0). The average rotation anglef is proportional to the
strain tensor, which in turn is formed from first order deriv
tives of ux . Consequently,f}r 23 @a detailed calculation
gives^f2&5(6/5)r 0

4(Dr )2r 26]. The rotation angle probabil-
ity distribution is given by P(f)5P(r )udr/dfu. Since
udr/dfu}r 4 we find P(f)}r 6. ThusP is given by

P~f!}f22 ~f→0!. ~1!

Presently, it is not possible to determineP(f) accurately
from experiments. It should be noted, though, that sin
sin(f).f for smallf, Eq. ~1! is consistent with the rotation
angle distribution tentatively inferred from NMR exper
ments on glycerol,P(f)}1/sin2(f) @14#.

The rotation angle distribution Eq.~1! is not normalizable,
reflecting the fact that in the above derivation all molecu
2458 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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of the liquid rotate slightly following a single flow even
This, however, is not realistic; there is a ‘‘solidity length’’l,
beyond which flow events effectively do not induce molec
lar rotations. To estimatel note that elastic displacemen
propagate with the velocity of sound,c. Consider a sphere
with radiusR. Within this sphere there areN5(R/r 0)3 pos-
sible locations for flow events. A molecule at the center
the sphere only ‘‘feels’’ the full effects from a flow even
within the sphere if the following condition is obeyed: Th
displacement deriving from such a flow event must pro
gate throughout the sphere and elastic equilibrium be r
tablished before another flow event occurs. Ift is the aver-
age relaxation time, the average time between two fl
events within the sphere ist/N5t(R/r 0)23. This time must
be longer than or equal toR/c. To estimate the solidity
lengthl we use equality forR5 l and note thatc is, of course,
the sound velocity of the glassy state,cglass. This leads to

l 45r 0
3tcglass. ~2!

The solidity length diverges slowly ast→`. To get a feel-
ing of the order of magnitude ofl, consider the case wher
ds

,

m

s,
-

f

-
s-

w

t51 s. Assumingr 055 Å and cglass52000 m/s one finds
l .7000 Å.

To conclude, below the glass transition, of course, visc
liquids are solid for all practical purposes. It has been arg
here that even above the glass transition do viscous liquid
certain respects behave more like solids than like le
viscous liquids. This ‘‘solidity’’ of viscous liquids is limited
to length scales below the solidity lengthl. Note thatl di-
verges whent diverges; however,l is unrelated to the Adam
Gibbs characteristic length that also diverges witht @17#.
Rather,l is similar to the length scale ‘‘related to solidlik
behavior’’ recently discussed by Ahluwalia and Das with
ideal mode-coupling theory@35#, a length scale representa
tive of the distance over which the liquid has enough str
ture to sustain propagating shear waves. However, the e
relation between the length discussed by Ahluwalia and D
and the solidity length remains to be determined.

This work was supported by the Danish Natural Scien
Research Council.
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